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Plant forms such as the branch, stem, leaf,
bud, flower, fruit and root of any land of
tree, shrub or plant.
Animate forms, as the head, body, legs, tail
and product of all kinds of animals, birds
and insects, fish and reptiles.
Natural forms, as water, snow, ice, icicles,
waves, running water, smoke, clouds and
wind, shells and minerals.
Artificial forms, sucE as ribbons, flags,
streamers, banners, ropes, chains—in fact,
any object made by man.
It will be seen from the above that it is
quite impossible to give even a superficial
list of the units that may be used. Yet, while
this is true, there are certain elements com-
mon to all decoration that have their origin
in the experience of the past, and have been
handed down to us as the fruit of successful
experience.
These elements, as near as possible, have
been reduced to their most simple
form in the five standard units, A,
Fig. 23. These units are the re-
sult of many years of research and
study, and include nearly all the
elements used in historic ornament
and modern decoration.
These units are so fundamental
in character that through them we
can learn to use any unit or form,
however varied or complex it may
be.
These standard units are very
similar in their construction, and
have elements that are common. The
two main lines of each are examples
of outward branching.
Carry the point A of the blade
 around farther, and the trumpet is formed,
Carry it still farther and the whorl is formed.
Eliminate the point entirely and the loop is
formed. Add to the blade another point and
the shoulder is formed.
The names of the standard units are giver
from a real or fancied resemblance to the
object after which they are named.
These units are classic, and therefore uni-
versal in their application. They
can be applied to centers, borders,
bands, flat patterns, covers, sup-
ports, or any other form of decora-
tion. They will be used throughout
this course; therefore they must be
fully memorized. We must know
them as a carpenter knows his tools.
The combinations of these stand-
ard units are practically unlimited.
Their elements enter into nearly
every form of decorative design.
They can branch outward, as in
A, Fig. 23; branch inward, as B;
branch inward with double curves,
as D; and outward with double
curves, as C. In Fig. 24, the loop
is shown in each of these branchings. Fig.
24 represents the Greek anthemion. The
standard units can be combined, as shown
in Fig. 25, forming wing units. The first
and second rows represent the blade united
with each of the standard units. In like
manner each standard unit may be united,
thus forming endless combinations.
The standard units, the single and double
curves with their inward and outward
branchings, and the geometrical forms are
together a complete set of tools with which

